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Daniel Island
Trail
www.BerkeleyOutdoorLife.com

Convenient Functionality
Built into This Guide

On Map Pages:
Using your phone (or
touch-screen enabled
device), tap any of the
route numbers to bring
up a map of the exact
location!

On Route Direction
Pages:
Tap anywhere in the
individual On the Trail
route boxes to bring
up a map of the exact
location!
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Daniel Island Trail

You will cross a trio of long boardwalk bridges over beautiful tidal marsh.

Summary

The beautiful Daniel Island Trail is a family
favorite! This multi-use path traces the east side
of Daniel Island along the Wando River. You’ll
walk on several boardwalks that cross tidal
marsh, wind through Low Country maritime
forest habitats, see giant live oaks, pass by
children’s play areas and see a variety of
wildlife (egrets, herons, dolphins). Don’t miss
this easy stroll on one of the area’s most
popular planned island communities.

Difficulty

Easy.

Distance

1.4 miles of trail, can be out-and-back walk, or
variety of distances.

Time

Varies, 30 minutes to 1.5 hours.

Trail Surface

Variety of surfaces; boardwalks, dirt, sand,
crushed gravel, concrete.
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Enjoy a little island life on this family favorite multi-use path!

Crowds

Moderate to heavy. This is one of the most
popular family trails in the Berkeley Outdoor
Life program.

Fees/Permits

None.

Precautions:

When crossing through the maritime forest
sections, biting insects can be formidable in the
warmer months. Bring insect repellent. There
are warnings that alligators could be in the area.

Parking

Governor’s Park, 165 Fairbanks Oak Alley,
Daniel Island, SC 29492. This is also parking
for Governor’s Park off Seven Farms Drive.
GPS: 32.865118, -79.898890
3251’54.4”N, 7953’56.0”W

Daniel Island
Weather
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Click HERE

Map – Daniel Island Trail
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This map corresponds with route directions numbered 1 – 6 on the next page.
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On the Trail – Daniel Island Trail

Route Directions
1

From the parking area(s) at Governor’s Park, the Daniel
Island trail begins south of the baseball fields near a
playground area (you might also see signs for “River
Walk Loop”; this is the same trail). Walk the dirt and
crushed gravel trail, heading towards the Wando River.

LOOK ➔

Click on individual
route direction
boxes to bring up
map of exact
location!

2

After 900-ft., begin paralleling the Wando River. You are
now in maritime forest habitat.

3

At 0.25 mile, cross over 200-ft. long boardwalk bridge
over marsh and at 0.3 mile, walk under I-526.

4

Cross over 300+ ft. long boardwalk bridge over marsh at
0.7 mile.

5

At 0.9 mile, cross over 150-ft. long boardwalk bridge over
marsh. After bridge, arrive at Daniel Landing Dr. area
with swing sets, piers, and playground.

6

Cross over impressive 500-ft. long boardwalk bridge over
marsh at 1.25 miles. This bridge terminates at Barfield
Park. This ends the Daniel Island Trail.
Return the same way you came.
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Daniel Island Trail

There’s something for every member of the family on the Daniel Island Trail.

Walk (or run) among giant live oak trees and maritime forest habitats.
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